This paper discusses a proposed two-finger gripper for robot human cooperation,which can be a key for future assistive technology.The gripper consists of two soft fingers having a total of ten degrees of freedom.A two-finger gripper was chosen because humans perform many tasks using only two fingers and its control is simpler than a three finger hand,for robot human cooperation.
three finger hand.In the case of robot human cooperation there are two basic cases in which a two-finger robot with soft fingertips and human can move an object together:
Case1:The robot supports the complete weight of the object and the human just applies an external force to move the object to the desired location( Fig.1(a) ).The finger and object contact points should be such that no moment is generated due to the position of the fingers. robot and human cooperate in supporting the weight.
Case2:The robot and human cooperate in supporting the object( Fig.1(b) ).In this case the human has to apply forces such that the conditions required for obtaining active force closure are satisfied and the object is stable.
These two cases show that most tasks in robot human cooperation can be performed with only two soft fingers.
Also,the kinematics involved for object manipulation with a two finger hand is simpler in its design and is easier to manufacture.Most robot fingers are covered by some soft material,like rubber etc.and hence in practical cases the finger-object contact will be of the soft finger type(three forces and one moment at each fingertip).Due to this reason it is possible to obtain active force closure,using only two fingers with soft fingertips(provided it is possible to apply moments to the object at all positions).
In order to design a human friendly control system the characteristics of a task in which two humans move an object together was first studied,and based on it an impedance model was fitted to the experimental data.A dynamic control system was then designed which can control both the internal forces and the motion forces while manipulating an object.Finally a simulation was performed to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme,which proved that the robot fingers can produce human like motion.
2.Background Review
Salisbury1 has shown that for dextrous manipulation, 
Equating the two sides of equation (5),and solving for fy1, fy2,fz1, fz2we have: (5)and (10)we have fx1=-Fx/2+0.7071ƒÉ1 (12) fx2=-Fx/2-0.7071ƒÉ1 similarly from equation (5)and (11) 
this set of inequalities (17) Fig.5shows the variation of the humans force and object position for a (20)we have is shown in Fig.7 .We assume that the robot and human cooperate in moving the object in one dimension only,in a straight line with no change in orientation of the object. 
